
contain." Unfortunately, this tru ly remarkable proof-if indeed he had one
died with him, as he never wrote it down on anything wider. The theorem 
was proved only recently~in 1994!- by Andrew Wiles of Princeton Univer
sity. The proof of Fermat's last theorem has received more publicity than any 
other result in mathematics, but Gauss himself considered Fermat's last 
theorem to be of only minor importance and refused to work on iL 

The prime number theorem and Fermat's last theorem are twO outstanding 
examples of problems that have artracted the intel lectual curiosity of many 
individuals bur resisted efforts at solurion. Repeated failure by eminent 
mathematicians to settle these problems by known procedures stimulates the 
invention of new methods, approaches, and ideas that, in time, become part 
of the mainstream of mathematics, and even change the way mathematicians 
think about their subjecL This is certainly true of the prime number theo
rem. Early attempts to prove it st imulated the development of the theory of 
functions of a complex variable-a branch of mathematics that is the lifeblood 
of mathematical analysis. And efforts to prove Fermat's last theorem led to 

the development of algebraic number theory---one of the most active areas 
of modern mathematical research, with ramifications far beyond the Fermat 
equation. One unexpected application of algebraic number theory is in 
designing security systems for compurers. 

There are hundreds of unsolved problems in number theory alone. New 
problems arise more rapidly than the old ones are solved, and many of the 
old ones have remained unsolved for centuries. Our knowledge of numbers is 
advanced, not only by what we al ready know about them, but also by realizing 
that there is much that we do not know about them. Here are a few of the 
great unsolved problems from the realm of prime numbers: 

- Is there an even number greater than 2 that cannot be written as 
the sum of twO primes? (Goldbach's problem.) 

-Js there an even number greater than 2 that cannot be written as 
the difference of two primes? 

- Are there infi nitely many twin primes? 
- Are there infinitely many primes of the form 2" - 1, 

where p is prime? 
- Are there infinitely many primes of the form 22

" + l? 
- Are there infinitely many primes of the form'? + 1, 

where x is an integer? 
- Is there always a prime between n1 and (n + 1)2 for 

every positive inreger n? 
- Is there always a prime between n2 and 112 + n for 

every integer n greater than I? 
Solve any of the above, and your name, too, shall live forever in the math
ematical hal l of fame! 
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Professor of Mathematics, EtJ1eritltS, Tom M. Aj)ostol 
earned his BS in chemical engineering from the Univer
sity oJ Washington in 1944, and his MS in mathemat
ics in 1946. He moved south to UC Berkeley for his 
PhD, which he got in 1948. The sollthward trend 
continued when he arrived at Caltech as an assistant 
professor in 1950, after a sidetrip to MIT. He became 
an associate professor in 1956, a filII professor ill 1962, 
and emeritus in 1992. His two-volume calculus text
book, written nearly 40 years ago and known to genera
tions of Caltech undergrads aJ ttTommy 1/1 and IITommy 
2, " is stillllSed to teach freshman math. Apostol has 
kept up with the times, going electronic in the 1980s 
as part of the team thtlt created The Mechanical 
Universe ... and Beyond, a 52-episode college-level 
physics telecourse. Apostol is ClIrrently creator, director, 
and prodllcer of Project MATHEMATICS!, a series of 
compltler-animated videotapes explainirJg math concepts. 
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We seem to be coming 
to the end of a lot of things 
lately. First Francis Fukuya
rna proclaimed The End of 
History; then David Lindley 
announced The End of Physics. 
Now John Horgan goes far 
beyond Lindley to include all 
of science. What's going on? 
Is th is justfin-de-siecle 
posturing, inspired by the 
approaching millenium? Or 
is it time for all us scientists 
to starr thinking about our 
next careers? 

T he main body of this book 
is distilled from interviews 
with about 45 prominent 
scient ists. These are orga
nized into chapters, each 
heralding the end of one field 
or another: phi losophy, 
physics, cosmology, evolu-
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tionary biology, social science, 
neuroscience, "chaoplexity," 
"limitology," and machine 
science. (As a chemist, I'd 
take encouragement from 
being omitted, but no: Hor
gan has chemistry already 
reaching its end 60 years ago, 
"when the chemist Linus 
Pauling showed how all 
chemical interactions could 
be understood in terms of 
quantum mechanics. ") 
Hotgan, a science wri ter for 
Scientific American, is an 
experienced and able inter
viewer, and he gets most of 
his subjeCts to reveal some of 
their innermost feelings 
about where science is and 
where it is going. But woven 
through the entire fabric is 
his own conviction that the 
glory days of science ate 
com ing to an end. 

According to Horgan, 
science is ending in (at least) 
three different senses. First, 
all the big problems have 
been solved, or soon will be: 

i n the Twilight of the 
1996,3 0 8 P AGES 

there JUSt aren't many more 
truly fundamental discover
ies-like quantum mechan
ics, relativity, evolution, the 
Big Bang, DNA-left to be 
made. Only less interesting 
activities will remain, such as 
exploring the detailed impli
cations of the basic theories, 
working on applied problems, 
and so on. Not that those are 
unworthy, exactly, but they 
don't fire the imagination and 
attract the kind of intellectual 
superstars who have made 
science what it has been over 
the last couple of centuries. 
(Horgan anticipates the 
obviolls objection-that's 
what they thought lOO years 
ago--and responds that they 
d idn 't all think that, and even 
if it was wrong then , it 

doesn't mean it is wrong 
now.) 

Second, science is ap
proaching its intrinsic limits, 
in that it is posing questions 
that it will never be able to 
answer. Those who keep 
pushing these limits will be 
practicing "science in a 
speculative, postempirical 
mode that [Horgan) call [s) 
ironic science. Ironic science 
resembles literary criticism in 
that it offers points of view, 
opinions, which are, at best, 
interesring, which provoke 
further comment. Bur it does 
not converge upon the tcuth. 
It cannot achieve empirically 
verifiable surprises that force 
scientists to make substantial 
revisions in their basic de
scription of reality." 

Finally, science is running 
up against the law of dimin
ishing returns. Experiments 
are becoming harder and 
more expensive, at the very 
moment that society is 
becoming less willing and/or 

Scientific Age 

less able to provide the re
sources needed. 

Note that these are 
logically distinct from one 
another. The last tWO are true 
predictions: that we will not 
find ways to test empirical ly 
our latest theories (super
strings, for example); and that 
the current I y unfavorable 
trend for support of science is 
irreversible. Both appear (to 
pur it mildly) open to ques
tion, but who knows? The 
first "end ," on the other hand, 
is a value judgment: that d is
covery of fundamental laws is 
an accomplishment that 
clearly stands apart from the 
"secondary" scientific activity 
of deducing the detailed 
consequences of those laws 
and applying them. Many of 

the scientists interviewed 
here do support that position; 
but many do not , and even 
when Horgan allows his 
interviewees to present an 
opposing point of view, he 
llsllaU y manages to do so 
disparagingly. 

Thus physicist Leo 
Kadanoff is quoted approv
ingJy-"Srudying the con
sequences of fundamental 
laws is 'in a way less interest
ing' and 'less deep' ... than 
showing that the world is 
lawful"-wheteas Stephen Jay 
Gould's contrary suggestion 
that "[fundamental] laws do 
not have much explanatory 
power; they leave many ques
tions unanswered " is de
meaned as "ironic science in 
its negative capability mode. " 
(Either Horgan completely 
missed Gould's point, or he 
feels free to redefine "ironic 
science" at any time to suit 
his rhetOrical needs.) Like
wise, "In denying the impli
cation of his own ideas [that 
science might be ending], 
Chomsky may have been 
exhibiting just another odd 
spasm of self-defiance." Early 
on, Horgan applies the term 
"patronizing" to Thomas 
Kuhn 's description of normal 
science as puzzle-solving, 
when nOt 40 pages later he 
quotes Kuhn as explicitly 
denying any such intent. 

Clearly, Horgan is much 
more impressed by basic 
theories and sweeping gen
eral izations than by deta ils. 
(Inattention to detail in h is 
own work shows up here and 
there, sllch as a reference to 

Yo-Yo Ma-born in Paris to 
Chinese parents-as "the 
g reat Japanese cellist.") But 
it's hard to see on what basis 
he awards his gold medals. 
For example, he decides 
"Quantum mechanics ... was 
an enormous surprise ... . 
The later finding that protOns 
and neutrons are made of 
smaller particles called quarks 
was a much lesser surprise, 
because it merely extended 
quantum theory to a deeper 

domain .... " That ranking 
seems more than a little 
arbitrary to me. 

Speaking of Kuhn, I noted 
that about half a dozen of 
Horgan's subjects have died 
since he interv iewed them. 
That led me to look up the 
ages of the interv iewees: the 
average is JUSt under 65. 
Might not the fact that so 
many of them can see that 
their role in science will soon 
end have something to do 
with the prevail ing mood 
Horgan depiCtS? This may be 
a manifestation of a form of 
prej udice called "era-ism": 
that there is something 
unique and special about the 
times in which we live and 
work. Horgan needs to get 
our and talk to a few more 
youngsters, who just might 
be able to sell him on a less 
depressing outlook for the 
field. (One hopes his pessi
mistic beliefs won 't become 
so contagious that there won 't 
be young scientists to talk 
to!) 

The blutb on the jacket has 
E. O. Wilson calling this "A 
hugely entertaining book, 
certain to create controversy." 
Despi te the mostly negative 
tone of thi s review, I expect 
many will agree with the first 
half of the sentence: Horgan 
is a ski lled writer, and pro
vides interesting (if too ofcen 
unflatter i ng) sketches of a 
significant number of impor
tant contemporary scientists. 
As for his own opinions, it all 
depends on whether you find 
outrageousness entertaining. 
Unfortu nately, a .500 batt ing 
average is considerably better 
than anything Horgan 
approaches. 

Jay A. Labinger 

Chemist Jay Labinger is a 
member of the profeJsional staff, 
administrator of the Beckman 
Institute. and is well under 65. 
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